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ABSTRACT
Low luminosity radio-loud active galactic nuclei (AGN) are generally found in massive red elliptical galaxies, where they are thought
to be powered through gas accretion from their surrounding hot halos in a radiatively inefficient manner. These AGN are often
referred to as “low-excitation” radio galaxies (LERGs). When radio-loud AGN are found in galaxies with a young stellar population
and active star formation, they are usually high-power radiatively-efficient radio AGN (“high-excitation”, HERG). Using a sample of
low-redshift radio galaxies identified within the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), we determine the fraction of galaxies that host a
radio-loud AGN, fRL, as a function of host galaxy stellar mass, M∗, star formation rate, color (defined by the 4000 Å break strength),
radio luminosity and excitation state (HERG/LERG).
We find the following: 1. LERGs are predominantly found in red galaxies. 2. The radio-loud AGN fraction of LERGs hosted by
galaxies of any color follows a f LERL ∝ M2.5∗ power law. 3. The fraction of red galaxies hosting a LERG decreases strongly for
increasing radio luminosity. For massive blue galaxies this is not the case. 4. The fraction of green galaxies hosting a LERG is lower
than that of either red or blue galaxies, at all radio luminosities. 5. The radio-loud AGN fraction of HERGs hosted by galaxies of any
color follows a f HERL ∝ M1.5∗ power law. 6. HERGs have a strong preference to be hosted by green or blue galaxies. 7. The fraction
of galaxies hosting a HERG shows only a weak dependence on radio luminosity cut. 8. For both HERGs and LERGs, the hosting
probability of blue galaxies shows a strong dependence on star formation rate. This is not observed in galaxies of a different color.
Our interpretation of these results is that the presence of cold gas in a LERG enhances the probability that its SMBH becomes a
luminous radio-loud AGN compared to the typical “model” LERG in a red elliptical galaxy. If enough cold gas can be transported
to the SMBH a HERG can be created. However, the presence of cold gas does not automatically imply a HERG will be created. We
speculate that feedback of the enhanced AGN activity in blue galaxies is responsible for the reduced probability of green galaxies to
host a LERG.
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1. Introduction
It has been known for a long time that low luminosity radio-loud
(RL) active galactic nuclei (AGN) are predominantly hosted
by massive red elliptical galaxies (e.g. Matthews et al. 1964).
These AGN are thought to be the result of an accretion pro-
cess in which hot gas from the red elliptical’s X-ray halo is
falling at low Eddington rates into the super-massive black hole
(SMBH) at its center (e.g. Best et al. 2006). Because this ac-
cretion process is radiatively inefficient, halo-fed radio galax-
ies often lack the luminous emission lines, X-ray emission and
infrared torus emission generally associated with AGN (e.g.
Laing et al. 1994; Evans et al. 2006; Whysong & Antonucci
2004). Therefore, they have been referred to as “radio-mode”
or “low-excitation” radio galaxies (LERGs). A limited num-
ber of LERGs have also been found in massive galaxies with
a younger stellar population (bluer color; e.g. Tadhunter et al.
2005). Because young stars require cold gas to form, a young
stellar population is often associated with the presence of a cold
gas reservoir in the galaxy. If gas from this reservoir reaches the
SMBH, it can be accreted at higher rates in a radiatively effi-
cient process, creating an AGN with many luminous emission
lines. This accretion process is more similar to the “standard”
AGN accretion mode found in quasars. Hence, the population of
emission line rich RL AGN is referred to as “quasar-mode” or
“high-excitation” radio galaxies (HERGs).
High and low excitation radio galaxies were shown to be two
independent populations (Best et al. 2005a; Tasse et al. 2008;
Hickox et al. 2009) in which HERGs are typically hosted by
lower mass, bluer galaxies (Best & Heckman 2012) located in
less dense environments. Despite this preference, LERGs have
been identified in blue galaxies and HERGs in red galaxies.
Because these populations are rare, the number of observed
examples has not been large enough for a statistical study.
However, using the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al.
2000; Stoughton et al. 2002, and references therein) in combi-
nation with all sky radio surveys, a sample of radio galaxies can
now be constructed that contains the number statistics to analyze
the host galaxies of RL AGN in detail. Hereby we aim to achieve
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new insights into the effect of the presence or absence of an in-
ternal reservoir of cold gas on the creation of a RL AGN.
The sample of galaxies and RL AGN used to investigate this is
described in Sect. 2. After defining the RL AGN fraction in Sect.
3, we use this parameter in Sect. 4 and 5 to investigate the prob-
ability of hosting a RL AGN as a function of host galaxy mass,
SFR, color and the RL AGN’s radio luminosity and excitation.
An interpretation of these results is discussed in Sect. 6 before
we summarize our conclusions in Sect. 7. Throughout this paper
we assume the cosmological parameters H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1,
Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7.
2. The Radio-loud AGN Sample
In this research we use the sample of RL AGN defined by
Best & Heckman (2012). It was constructed by cross-comparing
the positions of galaxies in the seventh data release (DR7,
Abazajian et al. 2009) of the SDSS spectroscopic sample with
data from the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO)
Very Large Array (VLA) Sky Survey (NVSS, Condon et al.
1998) and the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty cen-
timeters survey (FIRST, Becker et al. 1995). The optical par-
ent sample consists of all galaxies in the value-added spectro-
scopic catalogs (VASC) created by the Max Planck Institute
for Astrophysics and Johns Hopkins University group (cf.
Brinchmann et al. 2004). These objects are either targets from
the SDSS main galaxy sample (Strauss et al. 2002) with a us-
able spectrum, or QSOs with a spectrum that is clearly dom-
inated by the emission of stars in the host galaxy. For each
galaxy the VASC contains a number of derived quantities
such as the stellar mass, M∗, and star formation rate, SFR
(Kauffmann et al. 2003a,b). Within the 927,522 galaxies of the
VASC, Best & Heckman (2012) identified a magnitude-limited
sample of 18286 radio sources. This sample was shown to have
a completeness of 95% and a reliability of 99% (Best et al.
2005b). Besides RL AGN, it also contains radio sources in
which the radio emission is associated with star formation.
Best & Heckman (2012) separated the RL AGN and star form-
ing galaxies using three different criteria: emission line ratio
diagnostics, such as the ‘BPT’ diagram (Baldwin et al. 1981);
the radio luminosity, L1.4GHz, versus Hα emission line luminos-
ity (Kauffmann et al. 2008); the L1.4GHz/M∗ vs Dn4000 plane
(Best et al. 2005b). Where possible, Best & Heckman (2012)
also classified each true RL AGN as a “low-excitation” (9863
sources) or “high-excitation” (481 sources) radio galaxy, using
emission line properties. We will use these classification in the
research presented below.
From all the galaxies in the VASC we select the best observa-
tions of all unique objects with a reliable redshift in the range
0.03 ≤ z ≤ 0.3. This redshift range is narrow enough to ex-
clude most evolutionary effects, whilst it is wide enough to keep
the number statistics required for this work. We only consider
galaxies in the mass range 1010.25 M⊙ ≤ M∗ ≤ 1012.0 M⊙, be-
cause of the limited number of RL AGN available outside this
mass range. Within the galaxy population a small contamination
of stars and QSOs was found. These objects were removed based
on their point source nature, because galaxy parameter estima-
tion is unreliable for these sources. Visual inspection showed
that our method removed all stars and QSOs.
A separation between galaxies of the red sequence, green val-
ley and blue cloud is made using the restframe 4000 Å break
value (Dn4000; Balogh et al. 1999). In previous works this
has typically been done using broad band colors. For exam-
ple, Strateva et al. (2001) show that the optimal separation in the
Fig. 1. A contour plot showing the distribution of galaxies with a
mass 1010.25 M⊙ ≤ M∗ ≤ 1012.0 M⊙ within the u∗− r∗ vs Dn4000
plane. The colorbar on the right indicates the number of galaxies
per bin of width 0.025 in both u∗− r∗ and Dn4000. If the number
of galaxies per bin is less than 5, these galaxies are shown as
black dots instead. The vertical red line indicates the optimum
separation in the Petrosian color, u∗ − r∗ = 2.22, proposed by
Strateva et al. (2001). Although this does indeed separate galax-
ies of the blue cloud and red sequence, the separation between
the two populations is more pronounced in Dn4000. Therefore
the horizontal separation lines Dn4000 = 1.45 and Dn4000 = 1.7
are adopted in this research. Galaxies between these two values
are classified as green.
u∗−r∗ color based on Petrosian magnitudes is u∗−r∗ = 2.22. This
separation is indicated by the vertical red line in Fig. 1, which
shows the distribution of galaxies in the u∗− r∗ vs Dn4000 plane.
However, from this figure it is clear that the galaxy color bi-
modality has a wider separation in Dn4000 than u∗−r∗. Therefore
we define galaxies with Dn4000 ≥ 1.7 as “red” and galaxies with
Dn4000 ≤ 1.45 as “blue”. Any galaxy with an intermediate value
(1.45 < Dn4000 < 1.7) is considered a “green” galaxy. These
two separation values are shown as horizontal red lines in Fig. 1.
The number of galaxies (including those hosting a RL AGN) of
each color can be found in Table 1. This table also gives the
number of red, green and blue HERGs and LERGs for 2 differ-
ent radio luminosity cuts (L1.4GHz ≥ Lmin1.4GHz).
Table 1. The number of red, green and blue galaxies and radio-
loud AGN with a mass 1010.25 M⊙ ≤ M∗ ≤ 1012.0 M⊙. The num-
ber of high and low excitation radio galaxies is given for 2 ra-
dio luminosity cuts, L1.4GHz ≥ Lmin1.4GHz. Here L
min
1.4GHz is given in
W Hz−1. Note that the number of galaxies includes the galaxies
that host a radio-loud AGN.
LERG, Lmin1.4GHz HERG, Lmin1.4GHz
Color Galaxies 1023.0 1024.5 1023.0 1024.5
Red 295523 6157 1546 94 40
Green 114210 363 89 98 51
Blue 114947 171 83 60 40
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Fig. 3. This contour plot shows the fraction of galaxies hosting a RL AGN in the stellar mass versus star formation rate plane. The
value of log10( f yRL) for low-excitation (left panel) and high-excitation (right panel) radio galaxies is given by color gradients for
which the legend is found in the colorbars on the right. Only radio-loud AGN with a L1.4GHz ≥ 1024.0 W Hz−1 were considered in
the determination of f yRL. As the specific star formation rate (SFR/M∗) is broadly correlated with the Dn4000 value of a galaxy, each
panel contains 2 diagonals, which are a guide to the eye on where the red, green and blue galaxy population are located.
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Fig. 2. The fraction of galaxies hosting a high (black) or low
(magenta) excitation radio galaxy as a function of host galaxy
stellar mass. Three radio luminosity cuts are given for each ex-
citation. The errorbars are determined by Poissonian statistics.
3. The Radio-loud AGN Fraction
We will investigate which galaxies preferentially host RL AGN
by determining the fraction of RL AGN, fRL, as a function of
host galaxy mass, SFR, color (x) and the RL AGN’s radio lumi-
nosity and excitation (y). f y,xRL is defined as
f y,xRL =

∑
i∈Ay,x
1
V imax


∑
j∈Gx
1
V jmax

−1
(1)
Here A and G are all RL AGN and galaxies (including AGN),
respectively, in a particular bin. Vmax is the maximum volume
in which each galaxy can be observed, as defined by the Vmax-
formalism (Schmidt 1968). This takes into account the redshift
limits from both the radio and optical selection criteria, as well
as the limits due to the redshift range being analyzed. Previous
works (e.g. Best et al. 2005a) limited the volume studied at each
radio luminosity to produce a volume limited sample. This al-
lowed them to use simple fractions defined as:
f y,xRL = Ny,xA /NxG (2)
Here NA and NG are the number of RL AGN and galaxies in
a bin. Such analysis produces results that are equivalent to the
results presented below, within the errors. We estimate the error
on the RL AGN fraction, σ( fRL), using Poissonian statistics
(Wall & Jenkins 2003).
4. Dependence on AGN Excitation
Figure 2 shows the fraction of galaxies hosting either a HERG
(black) or LERG (magenta) more luminous than a given
radio power, as a function of host galaxy mass. At all radio
luminosities the LERG population shows an increase in the
RL AGN fraction that is consistent with f LERL ∝ M2.5∗ . The
fraction of galaxies hosting a LERG saturates at high masses
(M∗ > 1011.6 M⊙) at a value of ∼ 10%. These results are
similar to what was found by Best et al. (2005a). Compared to
the LERGs, HERGs have a far more shallow dependence on
mass, f HERL ∝ M1.5∗ . In addition, the level of f HERL is much less
dependent on the radio luminosity cut. Over the 1.5 orders of
magnitude in radio luminosity shown in Fig. 2, the fraction of
galaxies hosting a HERG typically decreases by a factor of 3.
This is significantly less than the factor of 10 decrease found at
masses M∗ < 1011.5 M⊙ between f LERL at the highest and lowest
radio luminosity cuts.
As discussed in the introduction, the presence or absence of
cold gas is thought to be of strong influence on the creation of
either a HERG or LERG. Therefore it is of interest to consider
the fraction of galaxies hosting a HERG or LERG as a function
of SFR. Figure 3 shows the SFR vs M∗ plane in which colored
contours are used to indicate the value of log10( f yRL). The value
of log10( f yRL) corresponding to each color can be found in the
colorbars on the right of each panel. In the determination of f yRL
only RL AGN with a L1.4GHz ≥ 1024.0 W Hz−1 are considered.
The “colorbands” of the LERG population are all horizontally
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aligned over the considered range of SFR, as can be seen in the
left-hand panel of Fig. 3. Only for galaxies with both a high
mass (M∗ ≥ 1011.5 M⊙) and a high SFR (SFR ≥ 10 M⊙/yr) is
the SFR independence lost. However, given that there is little
data in this region, this could very well be due to the scarceness
of high mass, high SFR galaxies in general. The right-hand
panel in Fig. 3 shows the probability to host a HERG. From
this figure it is clear that HERGs are preferentially hosted by a
population of massive, M∗ ≈ 1011.5 M⊙, galaxies with a typical
SFR = 3 M⊙/yr. From this maximum the hosting probability
rapidly decreases to both lower mass and lower SFR.
The correlation between specific star formation rate
(sSFR = SFR/M∗) and Dn4000 (Brinchmann et al. 2004)
allows us to give a guide to the eye on where the red, green
and blue galaxy population approximately lie in the (SFR, M∗)-
plane. The left and right dashed diagonal lines roughly
correspond to Dn4000 = 1.7 and Dn4000 = 1.45, respectively.
However, there is considerable overlap between galaxies of the
three colors. Therefore, we will investigate the properties of the
HERG and LERG population in red, green and blue galaxies
individually in the next section.
5. Dependence on Galaxy Color
The left-hand panel of Fig. 4 shows the fraction of red, green
and blue galaxies that is host to a LERG as a function of
host galaxy stellar mass and radio luminosity cut. For all
combinations of color and radio luminosity cut the fraction of
galaxies hosting a LERG is consistent with the f LE,xRL ∝ M2.5∗
power law dependence typical for LERG. A saturation at high
masses similar to Fig. 2 is found as well. However, the most
striking feature of Fig. 4 (left panel) is that for an increasing
value of the radio luminosity cut the fraction of LERGs in the
red and green galaxy population drops strongly, while in the
blue population it is relatively unchanged. The left-hand panel
of Fig. 5 shows this effect in more detail. It shows the fraction
of galaxies with a mass 1011.25 ≤ M∗/M⊙ ≤ 1011.5 that host a
LERG with a radio luminosity above a given Lmin1.4GHz.The mass
range 1011.25 ≤ M∗/M⊙ ≤ 1011.5 was chosen because it has the
highest number of LERGs in green (36) and blue (28) hosts.
Because of their scarceness, these LERG populations limit our
statistics. At low Lmin1.4GHz the probability of finding a LERG in a
red galaxy is significantly greater than the probability of finding
one in a blue galaxy. However, for increasing values of Lmin1.4GHz,
f LE,redRL decreases, while f LE,blueRL remains almost constant out to
Lmin1.4GHz ≈ 10
24.5 W Hz−1. As a result, there is a cross-over at
Lmin1.4GHz ≈ 10
24.25 W Hz−1. At higher radio luminosities the RL
AGN fraction can be higher for the blue galaxy population than
it is for the red. For example, at a L1.4GHz ≥ 1024.5 W Hz−1 the
fraction of RL AGN in a blue host, f LE,blueRL , with a mass in the
range 1011.25 M⊙ < M∗ < 1011.5 M⊙, is 1.58 ± 0.31 times higher
than f LE,redRL .
As can be seen in Fig. 4 and particularly in Fig. 5, the green pop-
ulation has a LERG fraction, f LE,greenRL , which is generally lower
than f LE,redRL and equal to or lower than f LE,blueRL . Green galaxies
are less likely to host LERGs than either blue or red galaxies. In
the example given above f LE,greenRL / f LE,redRL = 0.52± 0.09. Only at
the highest radio luminosity cut considered, Lmin1.4GHz ≥ 10
24.75
, is
there an indication of a cross-over between f LE,redRL and f LE,greenRL .
This is the result of the LERG fraction in green galaxies
decreasing more slowly with increasing radio luminosity than
that in red galaxies.
The right-hand panels of Fig. 4 and 5 are graphs equivalent to
the left-hand panels, only for the HERG population. Figure 4
shows that HERG have a preference for galaxies with a bluer
color. The mass dependence of f HE,xRL seems fairly similar for
all three colors. However, the probability of finding a HERG
in a blue or green galaxy is significantly higher than for a
red galaxy, particularly at high masses. This preference is
illustrated even more clearly in Fig. 5. For galaxies with a mass
1011.25 M⊙ < M∗ < 1011.5 M⊙ green and blue galaxies are
most likely to host a HERG. The probability of a red galaxy
hosting a HERG is significantly lower at all radio luminosities.
At Lmin1.4GHz = 10
24 W Hz−1 the difference in hosting probability
between green and red is a factor of f HE,greenRL / f HE,redRL = 9.3±2.9.
It can also be clearly seen in the right-hand panel of Fig. 5, that
the fraction of galaxies hosting a HERG is almost independent
of radio luminosity cut for blue and green galaxies. For the
LERGs this was only observed in blue galaxies. The fraction
of red galaxies hosting a HERG shows a slope, but this is
significantly shallower than that of the LERG hosting fraction
of red and green galaxies.
Figure 6 shows the RL AGN fraction as a function of SFR
and color for LERGs (left panel) and HERGs (right panel).
The fraction of blue galaxies hosting a RL AGN of either
excitation increases strongly with increasing SFR. A lin-
ear least squares fit of the data at a radio luminosity cut
L1.4GHz ≥ 1024 W Hz−1 shows f LE,blueRL ∝ SFR1.16±0.15 for
LERG and f HE,blueRL ∝ SFR1.24±0.27 for HERG. In addition, the
normalization of f y,blueRL is fairly similar for both excitations. This
similarity in slope and normalization is also found in the green
galaxy population. In contrast to the blue galaxy population, the
fraction of green galaxies that hosts either a HERG or a LERG
hardly shows any SFR dependence. The red population does
show a difference in its f y,redRL (SFR) when comparing HERG
and LERG. The probability for a red galaxy to host a LERG is
typically 1 to 1.5 orders of magnitude higher than it is to host
a HERG. f y,redRL generally does not depend strongly on SFR.
However, if a trend had to be identified this would be increasing
with SFR for the red HERG population and decreasing with
SFR for the red LERG population. All these trends shown in
Fig. 6 are largely independent of the radio luminosity cut.
6. Discussion
The results presented in the previous section generally support
the “radio mode” vs “quasar mode” AGN paradigm in which RL
AGN are preferentially hosted by old (red) elliptical galaxies
and radio-loud quasars by younger, star forming systems
(Croton et al. 2006; Hardcastle et al. 2007). It is thought that the
former are powered through the accretion of hot halo gas. Our
results support this scenario, as LERGs of all colors show the
f LE,xRL ∝ M2.5∗ power law, which is indicative of the accretion of
hot halo gas (Best et al. 2006). However, additional processes
must be occurring when cold gas is present inside the host
galaxy. Our results indicate that the probability that one of
the rare massive (M∗ > 1010.8M⊙) blue galaxies is host to a
luminous (L1.4GHz & 1024.5 W Hz−1) LERG is higher than for
one of the many red galaxies with a similar mass. It is the
scarceness of massive blue galaxies that results in the fact that
red LERGs dominate the radio AGN population in the local
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Fig. 4. The fraction of red, green and blue galaxies hosting a LERG (left panel) or HERG (right panel) as a function of stellar mass.
In both panels two radio luminosity cuts are shown per color. The errorbars are determined by Poissonian statistics.
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Fig. 5. The fraction of red, green and blue galaxies with a mass 1011.25 ≤ M∗/M⊙ ≤ 1011.5, which host a LERG (left panel) or HERG
(right panel), as a function of radio luminosity cut. The errorbars are determined by Poissonian statistics.
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Fig. 6. The fraction of red, green and blue galaxies hosting a LERG (left panel) or HERG (right panel) as a function of star formation
rate. In both panels two radio luminosity cuts are shown per color. The errorbars are determined by Poissonian statistics.
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Universe; this is a dominance, which can already be seen from
the absolute numbers in Table 1. Red LERGs are ten times more
numerous than either LERGs of other colors or HERGs, even
at moderate radio luminosities (L1.4GHz ≥ 1024.5 W Hz−1). In
addition, the absolute value of f LE,redRL is generally higher than
for other combination of (y, x).
The strong SFR dependence of f LE,blueRL found for the massive
blue galaxies corroborates the idea that the enhanced probability
and radio luminosity of blue LERG is the result of the presence
of cold gas within the host galaxy. We speculate that this cold
gas is the result of the higher cooling rates required to support
the increased accretion rate needed for a more powerful AGN.
This increased amount of cooling gas could result in a level of
cold gas within the host that equates to a significant amount
of star formation. Alternatively, the cold gas could be brought
into the host galaxy through merging events or tidal interactions
with nearby galaxies. This supply mechanism for cold gas is
supported by a visual inspection of the SDSS images of all red,
green and blue radio galaxies with a redshift z ≤ 0.1. At least
five of the 18 blue LERGs show morphological signs (such
as tails) indicative of a merging event. Around 5% of the red
LERGs show signs of a merging event as well. However, all
these mergers are in a very early stage. This could be concluded
from the fact that the two original nuclei could still be identified
in all cases.
The most important result with respect to the HERGs is the
completely different mass dependence compared to LERGs.
The fraction of galaxies hosting a HERG follows a f HERL ∝ M1.5∗
power law. This puts them, as expected, more in line with
optically identified (“quasar-mode”) AGN (Best et al. 2005a).
HERGs are thought to be accreting cold gas supplied through
galaxy interactions, which is in line with the fact that ∼ 25%
of the HERGs at z < 0.1 show signs of a past merging event
in their morphology. Galaxy interaction are less dependent on
galaxy mass, hence the lower mass dependence of the hosting
probability. However, the fact that HERGs still have some mass
dependence and optically identified AGN do not, suggests a
mass dependence of radio-loudness even in quasar-like states. In
addition, it is worth noting that at the lowest masses considered,
1010.25 ≤ M∗/M⊙ ≤ 1010.5, the fraction of galaxies hosting a
HERG and LERG is approximately equal. This is the mass
range in which Tasse et al. (2008) found a switch between
HERG and LERG domination.
Green galaxies are generally considered to be the transitional
stage when galaxies evolve from the blue cloud to the red
sequence. Therefore their properties are generally expected to
be at intermediate levels, smoothly connecting the properties
of the blue and red galaxy population (Martin et al. 2007). In
this work we find this is not true with respect to green galaxies
hosting radio galaxies of either excitation. The left-hand panels
of figures 4 and 5 show that the probability of hosting a LERG
of a fixed radio luminosity is lower for a green galaxy than for a
red or blue galaxy of similar mass. In addition, the probability of
finding a HERG in a given galaxy peaks within the green pop-
ulation. These results are also a clear indication that the green
galaxy sample identified here is not just a mixture of poorly
separated blue and red galaxies. In that case all trends would be
in between those of red and blue, which is not the case. We spec-
ulate that the reduced probability of finding a LERG in a green
galaxy is due AGN feedback (Croton et al. 2006). The quasar
winds and radio jets that are the result of the high-excitation
AGN activity in massive blue and green galaxies will blow the
remaining cold gas out of the galaxy, stopping star formation
and cold gas accretion. Meanwhile, the radio jets also reheat the
gas halo, which temporarily reduces the cooling flow of the halo
gas to the SMBH. This effectively stops all AGN activity and
allows the stellar population to age across the green valley. Only
after the galaxy has reached the red sequence will the halo gas
have cooled enough to re-establish the cooling flow and trig-
ger a new episode of RL AGN activity through hot gas accretion.
7. Conclusions
We investigated the fraction of massive blue, green and red
galaxies that are host to a RL AGN. In this we consider RL AGN
that are classified as LERG separately from those classified as
HERG. It is shown that:
1. RL AGN in the local Universe are dominated by LERGs.
This is true even if the red, green and blue galaxy population
are considered individually. The probability that a galaxy of
any color hosts a LERG follows a f LE,xRL ∝ M2.5∗ power law.
This is much steeper than what is found for HERGs: f HERL ∝
M1.5∗ .
2. The probability that a red galaxy of a given mass hosts a
LERG depends strongly on the applied radio luminosity cut.
This radio power dependence is much weaker for HERG of
any color and LERG hosted by the blue galaxy population.
3. The probability that a green galaxy of a given mass is host
to a LERG is lower compared to both the red and the
blue galaxy population by a factor of 2-3 for Lmin1.4GHz ≈
1024.5 W Hz−1 . The f LE,greenRL depends on Lmin1.4GHz in a sim-
ilar way as f LE,redRL , but the slope is slightly weaker. However,
the probability to host a HERG in a blue or green galaxy is
significantly higher than it is in red galaxies. The maximum
hosting probability for HERG is found for M∗ ≈ 1011.5 M⊙
green galaxies with a typical SFR = 3 M⊙/yr. The host-
ing probability of HERG deceases towards lower masses and
SFR and the maximum shifts to bluer galaxies for more lu-
minous radio sources.
4. Within the blue galaxy population the probability to host a
RL AGN (both LERG and HERG) shows a f y,blueRL ∝ SFR
dependence. This SFR dependence is weaker or absent in
the red and green population. However, the absolute value of
the hosting probability of blue galaxies is too low to have an
effect on the AGN population as a whole.
These results suggest that the presence of cold gas in a galaxy
enhances the probability that its SMBH becomes a luminous
(L1.4GHz ≥ 1024.5 W Hz−1) RL AGN compared to the typical
“model” LERG in red elliptical galaxies. However, the presence
of cold gas with the host galaxy does not automatically generate
a high-excitation AGN. HERGs clearly prefer galaxies rich in
cold gas and typically host luminous AGN. We speculate that
feedback of this AGN activity is responsible for the reduced
probability of green galaxies to host a LERG.
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